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I.

Introduction

penVSP is a parametric geometry tool for creating 3D models during the conceptual design process. It
O
supports several engineering analyses and writes out files that can feed many other analysis tools. Over
the years, OpenVSP and its predecessors have evolved from something useful for creating a model illustrating
an aircraft concept to a geometry and analysis engine at the center of many aircraft design frameworks
and workflows. OpenVSP has been widely adopted by established aerospace players including industry,
government, and academia as well as innovative startups across the Mach-altitude envelope developing
systems from UAV’s, eVTOL, civil supersonics, hypersonics, space launch, and small satellites.

II.

History

The first twenty years of VSP’s (and its predecessors) development were performed without version
control as we know it today. This history has been pieced together by the author to put the most recent
decade of OpenVSP development into context; it is not an attempt at a comprehensive timeline. Some dates
and version numbers can be determined (seldom corresponding), but it is not possible to establish a record
of features and capabilities as the tool was improved. Some attempt is made to mark major steps forward
and to credit those involved. Any omissions or errors are deeply regretted.
Development on what would become OpenVSP started in the early 1990’s at NASA Ames.1, 2 Rapid
Aircraft Modeler (RAM) was primarily developed by onsite contractors J.R. Gloudemans and Paul Davis
while working closely with colleagues including Paul Gelhausen, Andy Hahn, Mark Moore, and Dave Kinney
who were working in aircraft design and related fields. RAM relied on some platform specific libraries (Iris
GL and FORMS) for its 3D graphics and graphical user interface (GUI), consequently it could only run on
Silicon Graphics (SGI) computers. Although the tool has been substantially overhauled, totally rewritten,
and greatly extended multiple times, an early RAM user would immediately feel comfortable using today’s
OpenVSP. The need for a tool like RAM, VSP, or OpenVSP and its use cases have not changed in more
than thirty years.
As 3D graphics hardware became more common, SGI’s GL evolved into OpenGL and the XForms library
was developed as a portable follow-on to FORMS. RAM’s development followed suit, eventually leading
to a version 2.0 in the late 1990’s that could run on other Unix workstations including those running the
Linux operating system. Version 2.1 followed shortly thereafter in the early 2000’s. These advances were
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also developed by Gloudemans, now working as a freelance software developer, with the work managed from
NASA Ames.
The first version of Vehicle Sketch Pad (VSP) came in early 2004. It represented a substantial rewrite and also an update to new technologies including the use of XML for the primary file store and the
switch from XForms to FLTK for the GUI library. This enabled VSP to run from both workstation and
desktop (Windows) computers. Still working freelance, Gloudemans remained the primary developer, but
development of VSP was directed by Craig Nickol at NASA Langley.
As a graduate student at Georgia Tech in the first half of the 2000’s, Rob McDonald took responsibility
for maintaining the in-house versions of RAM and then VSP. In May 2004, McDonald organized and hosted
a Geometry Workshop3 as a first review of geometry requirements for the new Conceptual Design Shop
(CDS) project lead by Craig Nickol at NASA Langley. This workshop had participation from a variety
of government, industry, and academic stakeholders invested in the life cycle of a geometry representation
through the aircraft design and development process.
In 2006, Nickol worked to establish a process for any U.S. Entity to request access to VSP through written
request to NASA. Although not a full open-source release, this provided a clear path for U.S. companies,
universities, and citizens to get access to the tool marking a big advance in the VSP user base.
In 2006 McDonald wrote a STTR Phase I proposal4 funded by the Personal Air Vehicle project lead
by Mark Moore for continued VSP development and a push towards open source release. That STTR was
awarded and executed by Georgia Tech as the research institution and Gloudemans as the small business
concern. By the period of performance, McDonald had graduated and taken a position at Cal Poly, San Luis
Obispo. Although not yet directly involved in development, this marks McDonald’s first significant step in
steering the direction of VSP progress. This STTR award also marked the first shift in development support
from NASA internal effort or procurement to competitively awarded research funding.
In 2007, McDonald, Gloudemans, and Scott Ragon at Phoenix Integration submitted a proposal for a
three-year NASA Research Announcement (NRA).5 Although only one-third of the project was for VSP
development, that award represented the first long-term secure funding for VSP development. This project
lead to rapid advances in VSP’s capabilities.
In 2010, as the finalist entry from NASA Langley, VSP was awarded an Honorable Mention for NASA
Software of the Year. Recognizing the pace of recent development, Moore organized and chaired the first
VSP dedicated session at the 2010 AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting.6 These sessions would continue for
the next few years as the primary means of updating the community on recent progress in VSP. Papers
presented at this session included a comprehensive overview of VSP by Hahn7 and an update on some recent
advances by Gloudemans and McDonald.8 Other papers from a user’s perspective were presented including
a live demonstration of VSP by Bill Fredericks.9 Hahn’s paper7 was the first comprehensive paper on this
set of tools since the 1996 Gloudemans paper.1 The present paper aims to carry that torch for the next leg
in this journey.
Following the success of the 2010 dedicated session, Moore hosted two conceptual design geometry related
sessions at the 2011 AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting.10, 11 The first of these sessions broadened the
conversation by including papers by developers of several competing related tools; the second session focused
on work by the user community to extend and apply VSP. McDonald spent 2011 as a member of the NASA
Langley technical staff on an Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA) exchange where he worked closely with
Hahn, Moore, Fredericks, Nickol, and other members of the Aeronautics Systems Analysis Branch (ASAB).
In support of Hahn’s Over-Wing Nacelle work, McDonald added support for export of Cart3D formatted
mesh files and ported VSP to MacOS. During this year, Moore and McDonald worked closely with the NASA
Langley legal staff to secure the open-source release of OpenVSP under the NASA Open Source Agreement
(NOSA).
OpenVSP’s release as open source software was announced12 at another aircraft design geometry tool
session organized by Moore at the 2012 AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting;13 the first open source version
was 2.0.0.14 This seminal moment marks the beginning of modern history of OpenVSP. At the same time,
several online resources were launched including a basic OpenVSP website,15 version control via GitHub,16
and a user discussion forum hosted with Google Groups.17 That year would see continuous improvements
in the website with the aim of becoming the central point for all things OpenVSP related. Unlike the
first twenty years of VSP’s history, the past ten years are documented and preserved in excruciating detail
through various online records. Most importantly, the version control history on GitHub provides detailed
accounting of the who, what, and when of OpenVSP development.
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In 2012, work started on another three-year NRA18 submitted by McDonald, Gloudemans, and Ragon
in 2010 dedicated to OpenVSP development. In contrast to the prior NRA, all of this project’s work was
directly on OpenVSP. This project’s scope included an impressive list of new features and enhancements
– and also a total redesign and rewrite of the code that would eventually lead to OpenVSP version 3.0.0.
Prior versions of VSP (and RAM before that) mixed code that would update the state of the geometry,
the GUI, and the 3D rendering. The redesign separated those functions to allow compilation of a fullyfunctional batch mode or library version of OpenVSP with none of the GUI and 3D graphics code included;
this capability is exemplified by the ‘vspscript’ executable included with the OpenVSP distribution.19 This
‘headless’ mode enables design and optimization workflows on high performance computing (HPC) platforms
as well as programmatic access for customized tools.
In the Fall of 2012, McDonald hosted the first three-day OpenVSP Workshop in San Luis Obispo California.20 The workshop included follow-along tutorial sessions for basic to advanced users, updates on the
latest development progress and features, presentations by active users, and also presentations and tutorials
of third-party analysis and design tools that work well with OpenVSP. Although not conceived as an annual
event, the OpenVSP Workshop has been conducted each year (with the exception of 2018).20–28 These events
have become the primary means of disseminating OpenVSP progress and news to the user community.
The final OpenVSP v2 (which traces lineage back to VSP and RAM) was version 2.3.029 released in
December 2013. Several 2.9.X versions came later, but these were in fact alpha and beta versions for the v3
re-write;30 the first such version, 2.9.0 was released in February 2014.
Additional geometry focused sessions were organized by Andy Hahn at the 2013 and 2015 AIAA Aerospace
Sciences Meetings. The 2013 sessions focused on development31 and application32 of conceptual aircraft design geometry tools; this included a paper by Hahn33 on OpenVSP Aircraft Modeling Strategies that establishes best practices in modeling processes. The 2015 session was somewhat more broad,34 but also included
the first public release of the re-written version 3.0.035 of OpenVSP that had been under development for
two years.36
In 2014, McDonald and Empirical Systems Aerospace (ESAero) partnered in response to a USAF SBIR
solicitation that lead to Phase I37 and Phase II38 funding awards. This partnership continued in response
to a 2016 NASA SBIR solicitation that lead to Phase I39 and Phase III40 awards. Most recently, ESAero
received funding for some OpenVSP improvements on an SBIR Phase II.41 These funding mechanisms have
been critically important to the development and success of OpenVSP. Although open source software is free
for anyone to use or change, it is seldom that anyone changes it for free.
The last dozen years of OpenVSP’s history are represented in Figure 1. This timeline depicts significant
events (AIAA ASM Sessions and OpenVSP Workshops) and major open source releases of the tool. Unfortunately, there is no way to depict the magnitude of progress that has been made; with each version comes
new features and capabilities, some large and others small. It is sufficient to say that while the need for and
use cases of the latest versions of OpenVSP would be familiar to a RAM user from the early 1990’s, they
would be astounded by the power, flexibility, and capabilities of modern OpenVSP.

III.

Online Resources

The 2013 AIAA ASM session31 hosted by Andy Hahn included an oral-only presentation by Alex Gary42
unveiling and demonstrating a new OpenVSP Web site15 which he developed. Significantly, this included
an online model repository43 dubbed ‘The Hangar’ where users can search, download, and share OpenVSP
models; an example model posted in The Hangar is depicted in Figure 2. The website also includes an
OpenVSP Wiki,44 where users can edit and maintain pages of information on OpenVSP including tutorials
and documentation.
The OpenVSP Web site includes a download page that provides links for pre-compiled binaries for
Windows, Mac, and Ubuntu users. The latest version is always available as well links for downloading past
versions; OpenVSP is downloaded from the website about 4,000 times each month. Since the open source
release of OpenVSP version 2.0.0 in 2012, the OpenVSP Google Group user discussion forum17 has been the
primary place for users to go for help with any OpenVSP related question. The group currently has more
than one thousand members and most questions are answered quickly.
OpenVSP’s online presence has evolved through the years. In addition to a Wikipedia article,45 OpenVSP
has gained a social media presence including a Twitter feed46 and LinkedIn group. It is not unusual to see
OpenVSP in a list of skills preferred in candidates for aircraft design related jobs.
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Figure 1. OpenVSP Timeline.

There are continual efforts to improve OpenVSP’s documentation. User-centric documentation includes
the OpenVSP Ground School,47 a set of tutorial videos created and maintained by Brandon Litherland.
After getting started in OpenVSP, many users are interested in automating design or analysis processes.
This is supported through a built-in scripting language or an API that can be accessed from C++, Python,
Matlab, and other scripting languages. Online API Documentation48 details how to use these capabilities
including examples of use for each call.

IV.

OpenVSP Modeling

Building a model in OpenVSP starts with creating objects selected from several canonical shapes. These
shapes have parameter values that can be adjusted to achieve any shape within a family. These shapes
can also be translated and rotated as needed to position and orient them in space. These canonical shapes
and their parameter settings are the fundamental representation in OpenVSP. All other representations are
generated from the definition of these shapes and the values assigned to the parameters.
Complex models may quickly grow to be defined by hundreds or thousands of parameters. OpenVSP
provides several mechanisms for building designer intent into a model and thereby reducing the size of the
parameter space required to fully describe a geometry. Capturing designer intent is a higher standard than
simply faithfully producing a 3D shape. Models that fail to capture designer intent are likely to produce
unsatisfactory results when subjected to parametric variations
OpenVSP provides a relatively small number of built-in canonical shapes; some of these are special cases
that do not contribute to a geometry like the others. This results in a core shape set that is quite small
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Figure 2. OpenVSP Hangar model exchange.

(Wing, Propeller, Stack, and Fuselage) – but those shapes are rather complex and offer great modeling
flexibility.
IV.A.

Two-Dimensional Shapes

Many of OpenVSP’s three-dimensional canonical shapes are themselves constructed from two-dimensional
canonical curves that are manipulated in space to create the three-dimensional shape. These canonical curves
include some primarily intended for use on bodies (point, circle, ellipse, super ellipse, rounded rectangle,
general fuse, fuse file, and edit curve) illustrated in Figure 3 and others intended for use on lifting surfaces
(NACA airfoils including four-digit, four-digit modified, five-digit, five-digit modified, 16-series, and 6-series;
as well as biconvex, wedge, von Kármán-Trefftz, and Kulfan CST airfoils).

Figure 3. Two-dimensional canonical OpenVSP curve shapes, the Circle, Ellipse, Super Ellipse, Rounded Rectangle,
General Fuse, and Edit Curve (left to right, top to bottom).

Although some curve shapes are intended for bodies and others for lifting surfaces, OpenVSP imposes
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no such limitation, allowing the user to use any curve type on any shape. The Edit Curve cross section
type49 developed by Justin Gravett provides almost limitless flexibility to define parametric curve shapes;
these curves may be defined through linear or PCHIP interpolation through specified points, or via piecewise
cubic Bezier curves defined via control points. Any body cross section type can be replaced with an Edit
Curve best-fit approximation at any time; this allows a model to start simple, but to add degrees of freedom
when the need arises. The graphical interface for manipulating Edit Curves is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Graphical interface for manipulating Edit Curves in OpenVSP.

OpenVSP’s parametric airfoil support was expanded to include four-digit modified, five-digit, five-digit
modified, and 16-series50 foils in version 3.16.2. Most of the airfoil shapes are parameterized in terms of
design lift coefficient – including a unique formulation developed for those based on the four-digit camber
line.51 Like the Ellipsoid, the Kármán-Trefftz airfoil52 is included for verification and validation studies, not
for practical application to an aircraft. The class shape transformation (CST)53 is a powerful and flexible
airfoil parameterization technique54 whose flexibility is analogous to the edit curve cross section type. Like
with edit curve sections, any airfoil curve can be replaced with a CST best-fit approximation at any time.
Many airfoil shapes need some sort of modification before they can be used for a particular aircraft or a
certain modeling application. A common example of this is the airfoil thickness. Real aircraft have airfoils
with finite trailing edge thickness, but that thickness (in percent chord) likely varies out the wing span.
Furthermore, some analysis tools may require a sharp trailing edge. Experience shows that whatever the
trailing edge thickness of your airfoil, you are going to need it to be something else. OpenVSP makes this
easy, several airfoil parameters are built into the lifting surface shapes that address most common airfoil
modification needs.
IV.B.

Simple Shapes

The most simple built-in shape is the Pod; depicted in gold in Figure 5. A Pod defines a streamlined body
with just two parameters – length and fineness ratio. Although initially tempting to use in a model, the Pod
usually does not have enough flexibility for practical use. Instead, it is included as a tool for the developers
to develop and test the software; in fact, for most of the two-year development period that led to v3.0.0,
Pod was the only shape implemented in OpenVSP. Similarly, the next most complex built-in shape is the
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Ellipsoid;52 in red in Figure 5. The Ellipsoid is defined by three radii aligned with the axes; the ellipsoid in
Figure 5 has a 3:2:1 radius ratio. While the Ellipsoid can be used in a model any time it is appropriate, it
also lacks flexibility required for general use. Instead, it was included to make it easy to generate geometries
with known potential flow solutions for verification and validation purposes.

Figure 5. Simple OpenVSP shapes (left to right), the Pod, Ellipsoid, and two Bodies of Revolution (centerline and
flowthrough).

The Body of Revolution shape55 is a more flexible alternative to the Pod and Ellipsoid that can still be
used for many simple shapes. It takes a two-dimensional canonical curve of the user’s choice and revolves it
to form a solid. It has both centerline and flowthrough modes making it ideal for modeling simple streamline
bodies and ducts or nacelles. The green streamline body in Figure 5 is a Body of Revolution formed from
the top surface of a NACA 0020 airfoil and the blue duct is formed by revolving an inverted NACA 4412
airfoil.
IV.C.

Wing

The Wing is one of the original shapes included in OpenVSP v3;56 although a from-scratch implementation, its design was informed by experience gained from RAM and VSP’s Wing and Multi-Section Wing
components. The wing can model multi-section wing planforms composed of nominally trapezoidal wing
sections. These sections are defined by familiar parameters including root chord, tip chord, average chord,
taper ratio, span, area, aspect ratio, and secondary sweep. Of course only three of these parameters are
usually sufficient to define a wing section. OpenVSP allows the user to select the three defining parameters
at any time through a simple yet powerful graphical interface. One of the defining goals of OpenVSP is to
make it easy for the user to think of the problem in the terms they prefer.
The basic wing component has seen many small improvements over the years. These include extended
options for wingtip capping and leading and trailing edge modifications and capping.57 Support for mesh
clustering was included58 and then improved to utilize an industry-standard mesh distribution function.59
Beyond purely trapezoidal wing sections the Wing shape provides the ability to create blended wing
planforms60 like the one depicted in Figure 6. Blended wings are built atop the trapezoidal wing framework,
providing a familiar departure point. Blending of wing sections is primarily defined by specifying design
intent rather than numeric value; this makes for an intuitive process that is robust to parametric changes.
Several development iterations were required before arriving at the present solution for blended wings.
OpenVSP v2 included a blended wing component that operated in a substantially different way.61 The
skinning feature employed by Fuselage and Stack components was considered for implementing wing blending,
but numerous attempts integrating it into wings proved unsatisfactory.
IV.D.

Propeller

In many ways, the Propeller62 is the most complex shape in OpenVSP. Rather than defining the properties of
a blade at discrete locations, its properties (including chord, twist, rake, skew, sweep, axial offset, tangential
offset, thickness, and design lift coefficient) are defined via continuous functions of radius like those shown
in Figure 7. This way of expressing designs corresponds to the way propeller blades are classically described
and designed. Once again, OpenVSP’s goal is to place the problem in the terms the user would prefer. An
example Propeller corresponding to these distributions is included as Figure 8.
The Propeller has several unique capabilities beyond creating a three-dimensional shape. First, the
Propeller can be represented as blades and/or as an actuator disk;51 switching between these representations
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Figure 6. Blended wing modeled in OpenVSP.

(a) Chord distribution.

(b) Twist distribution.

(c) Thickness to chord distribution.

(d) Design lift coefficient distribution.

Figure 7. Continuous distribution functions used to define a propeller blade.

is immediate and no design information is lost. These modes provide support for analysis tools that may
require explicit blade modeling or just a simple disk representation. Model updates and manipulation
are also much faster when propellers are represented in disk mode. Next, the Propeller component will
automatically calculate several design metrics traditionally used by propeller and rotor designers. These
include the activity factor and integrated design lift coefficient51 as well as the geometric-, thrust-, and
power-weighted solidity and mean chords.63 The Propeller component includes domain specific kinematic
variables including rotation, feathering, and folding (including definition of a folding axis). These allow the
user to manipulate a model in the expected ways without any complication. Finally, the Propeller includes a
file import and export capability tailored to the blade element method (BEM). Although the BEM files are
not formatted exactly as expected by any particular blade element code, all such analyses generally need the
same information in roughly the same format. The BEM file supplies that information in one such format.
This capability makes it straightforward for OpenVSP to interoperate with an external analysis or design
tool for propellers and rotors.
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Figure 8. Propeller modeled in OpenVSP.

IV.E.

Stack and Fuselage

Stack and Fuselage components are the primary shapes for modeling general non-lifting bodies; they are
very similar in capability and use in almost all ways. Although the Fuselage is the go-to for many users,
experience has shown that it is often better to use the Stack component. The Fuselage is parameterized in
terms of an overall length, with intermediate curves located at some fraction of the length. Alternatively,
the Stack is built from a series of curves built-up with offsets (stacked) end-to-end. Consequently, the overall
length of a Stack is a fallout. When matching a pre-existing geometry, working with a Fuselage is often
easiest. However, when the time comes to make parametric variations on that geometry, it is often more
convenient to work with a Stack. Consider the case of stretching a fuselage. With Fuselage, you must change
the overall length and then re-adjust all of the intermediate curves to lie at their new fraction of that length.
With a Stack, all you must do is increase the offset between the curves receiving the plug extension.
Fuselage and Stack both employ ‘skinning’ as a means of specifying how consecutive curves are lofted
together into a three-dimensional shape.64 OpenVSP’s skinning allows the user to specify information as
desired, building the complexity of the surface in order to meet the user’s specification. Although it can
be intimidating at first, skinning provides a powerful means to control the lofting of many general shapes.
Figure 9 depicts several bodies represented with OpenVSP’s Stack component.
IV.F.

Custom Components

In addition to the built-in component types, OpenVSP also has the ability for users to define their own
custom parametric shapes.65, 66 Using the built-in scripting language based on AngelScript,67 a new shape
and the GUI to manipulate it can be defined in six (or fewer) functions. The low-level definition of these
shapes is much like the Stack component (including skinning), but the user can define whatever parameters
they choose to define the shape. Custom components provide a powerful means for users to create domainspecific extensions to OpenVSP that help them represent their problems in the way that makes the most
sense to them.
An example custom component used for modeling re-entry capsules is included as Figure 10(a). The
corresponding GUI for controlling the capsule’s parameters is included as Figure 10(b). Note that the entire
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Figure 9. Rutan’s Boomerang fuselage and boom modeled using stacks in OpenVSP.

capsule geometry is defined by just five parameters.

(a) Custom component shape.

(b) Custom component graphical interface.

Figure 10. Re-entry capsule custom component in OpenVSP.

IV.G.

Conformal Components

The form of all the three-dimensional shapes described thus far are defined independently. The shape definition and parameter settings are used to generate surfaces to represent each shape. Through the Conformal
component60 OpenVSP also has the ability to generate a shape based on another shape. This is commonly
used to create a fuel tank inside a wing as in Figure 11(a) or an equipment bay inside a fuselage. Conformal
components are defined by an offset (inside or outside) a parent surface and then a series of cuts to trim the
Conformal component’s length, width, or height. The Conformal component updates automatically when
its parent is updated.
IV.H.

Discrete Components

The three-dimensional shapes described thus far are modeled with piecewise Bezier surfaces. Those surfaces
are interrogated and manipulated as required to produce alternate representations for analysis, export, or
visualization. A piecewise Bezier surface can be thought of as a quilt of patches. Each Bezier patch is smooth
and continuous. Adjacent patches may or may not be continuous or smooth.
OpenVSP also has the ability to work with some component types that are not built up from Bezier
surfaces. Instead, they are composed of discrete meshes (structured or unstructured) or point clouds. OpenVSP’s MeshGeom is the most common of these discrete geometry forms; it is made of an unstructured triangle
mesh. A MeshGeom is not created manually by a user. Instead, it is the product of some import (say STL
or TRI) or analysis (say CompGeom or PlanarSlice) operation. MeshGeoms can be scaled, translated, and
rotated, but their shape and form can not be altered. They can participate in many analysis processes and
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(a) Fuel tank in a wing.

(b) Equipment bay in a fuselage (modeled as a Stack).

Figure 11. Example conformal components in OpenVSP.

export formats (except those limited to Bezier surfaces - CFDMesh, FEAMesh, and Surface Intersection
and DegenGeom). MeshGeoms can be converted into PointClouds. PointClouds can be imported from file
or can be generated from a MeshGeom. PointClouds are used to create target points when using FitModel
(which will be discussed later).
Another discrete geometry format supported by OpenVSP is the Wireframe68 mesh. A wireframe is a
simple structured surface mesh that can be created when a Plot3D or XSec file is imported. Wireframe
geometries can be manipulated in some simple ways (rotate, translate, scale, de-res, trimming, invert, flip),
but their shape and form can not be altered. They can participate in many analysis processes (except
those limited to Bezier surfaces). Wireframe geometries can be converted to a MeshGeom and then to a
PointCloud. Wireframe is intended to provide a means for legacy structured mesh models to be brought
into OpenVSP and some analysis performed on those models.
IV.I.

Anthropometric Posable Human

Although the shape and form of the aforementioned discrete geometry types (MeshGeom, PointCloud, Wireframe) can not be altered parametrically, OpenVSP does have a discrete geometry type that can be altered
parametrically. The Human shape69 is a discrete unstructured mesh of a human body (male or female)
that is parameterized anthropometrically (height, weight, and age) and is deformable by pose (position of
the arms, legs, and major joints). The body meshes and their parametric variation model is based on work
done by the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute for automotive human factors and
safety analysis.70 The mesh was ‘rigged’ for deformation and posing using techniques developed at MIT
for computer graphics and animation.71, 72 The Human shape provides a posable (say sitting, standing, or
reaching) figure that can be rapidly adjusted to represent human forms (say a 95% male or a 5% female)
placed in the model. Examples of the Human shape are included as Figure 12 below.
IV.J.

Subsurfaces

OpenVSP allows regions on the surface of a component to be marked as a subsurface; these regions are used
by later geometry operations, analyses, or exports. Subsurfaces were implemented by Alex Gary for inclusion
of the first 3.0.0 release.56, 66, 73 Support for control surface subsurfaces74 on wings came a shortly later and
was substantially improved75 in version 3.12.0. Two example subsurfaces are applied to a wing in Figure 13.
One is a control surface, with the hinge line and direction of positive rotation indicated. The other is an
ellipse, demonstrating that arbitrary regions can be captured. Subsurfaces are defined in parametric (U, V)
coordinates on the surface of an object; those coordinates are not guaranteed to run parallel and orthogonal,
resulting in some distortion of the subsurface shape.
In the middle of Figure 13, CompGeom has been executed on the example wing with subsurfaces. The
boundaries of the subsufaces have been captured by the mesh and triangles have been tagged by which
subsurface(s) they are in. Similarly, at the right of the figure, the same geometry has been processed
through CFDMesh. Once again the subsurface boundaries have been captured by the mesher and the
resulting triangles have been appropriately tagged. The triangle tag information can be passed to subsequent
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Figure 12. Human shape examples in OpenVSP. The red and green figures are a standing thirty year old 50th percentile
male and female respectively. The seated blue figure is a sixty-five year old male with a BMI of 30.

Figure 13. Application of subsurfaces to a wing.

analyses to identify boundary conditions, material properties, load regions, or anything else appropriate to
a given analysis.
IV.K.

Assembling Complex Models

OpenVSP has two shape types that have no shape at all. The Blank and Hinge components are used to
help build and organize complex models. The Blank component provides a user-defined coordinate system,
when combined with attachment and parent/child relationships, Blanks can provide a great way to organize
models constructed with many components. The Hinge component is like a Blank, but it also provides for
defining a single-axis rotation (or translation).76 By using one or more Hinges, models like the example in
Figure 14 with complex kinematic behavior can easily be assembled.
All OpenVSP shapes share an important base set of capabilities. These include the ability to be positioned
and oriented in space, have colors and mass density assigned, specification of symmetry,77 and attachment to
parent shapes. In OpenVSP, shapes are organized in a hierarchical tree where child shapes can be attached
to their parent. Attachment allows the translations and/or rotations of a component to be relative to a
parent’s component coordinate system or a parametric surface coordinate system. A typical attachment tree
for a transport aircraft model is depicted in Figure 15. Attachment of a given component is indicated by
the ‘ˆ’ preceeding its name (and pointing to its parent). In this model, the only component not attached to
its parent is the Fuselage.
Attachment provides a simple means for a great deal of designer intent to be built into a model.66 The
baseline transport aircraft model is depicted as Figure 16(a) below. Single-variable changes are all that is
needed to produce each of the variants depicted in Figure 16. First, the gear pod is moved aft along the
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Figure 14. Stages of a compound folding wing created with the Hinge component. First the outboard simple fold, then
the inboard Grumman fold.

Figure 15. Component tree demonstrating hierarchical organization and attachment.

fuselage – note that the wings, pylon, nacelle, and engine all move along with it. Next, the wing sweep
is increased – once again, the pylon, nacelle, and engine remain attached to the wing. Finally, the pylon
attachment point is moved outboard on the wing – not only do the nacelle and engine move with the
pylon, the pylon’s motion follows the sweep of the wing. These simple yet powerful attachment mechanisms
provide an essential tool for building OpenVSP models. Attachment captures designer intent, enabling
robust parameterizations with fewer degrees of freedom.
Beyond the connections possible through the model hierarchy and attachment, Alex Gary implemented
the ability for a user to select and manipulate an arbitrary group of components.76 In group mode, components can be rotated, translated, and scaled as well as have their mesh color and surface material properties
changed.
IV.L.

Parameter Linking and User Parameters

OpenVSP has several other features designed to enable users to capture design intent – perhaps in ways the
developers never expected. Parameter linking allows the user to define mathematical relationships between
arbitrary parameters; parameter linking comes in two forms. Simple links can make any parameter (PB ) a
linear function of another parameter (PA ) as in PB = m PA + b where m is a scale factor and b is an offset.
Simple links can be created en-mass, allowing one component to become a virtual clone of another. This is
useful when you want to create two nearly identical components, but then introduce a few key differences.
With links, the clone component will stay ‘current’ with the original – something not possible when simply
making a copy.
When simple parameter linking is insufficient, an OpenVSP user can also employ Advanced Parameter
Links.19 Advanced Links allow the user to build arbitrary relationships between multiple parameters. The
user first identifies one or more input parameters and defines a variable name to be used as an alias for each.
The user then identifies one or more output parameters and defines their aliases. Finally, the user writes
code to define how the output parameters depend on the inputs. This code is written in the embedded
scripting language, AngelScript,67 also used for general scripting and Custom Components. Most advanced
links consist of a few lines of code that use standard mathematical notation with a semicolon at the end of
each line. An example Advanced Link is depicted in Figure 17 below. This link determines the disk diameter
and spacing for a multi-rotor vehicle given disk loading, gross weight, and number of rotors.
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(a) Baseline geometry.

(b) Gear pod moved aft.

(c) Wing sweep increased.

(d) Pylon attachment moved outboard.

Figure 16. OpenVSP model demonstrating component attachment.

User Parameters are an essential feature for making parameter linking useful. With them, the user
can define and name any parameter for any purpose. This allows links to be created that involve not
only geometric parameters native to OpenVSP, but anything else pertinent to the aircraft design. User
Parameters and Parameter Linking have been used to ensure designs meet a target tail volume coefficient,
or a target wing loading given gross weight.66 They have also been used to size communications, optical,
and RF payloads given their performance requirements. There are no limits to what can be accomplished
with User Parameters and Advanced Links, do not let your imagination be the limit.
IV.M.

Design Files and Variable Presets

Although OpenVSP has a comprehensive API and built-in scripting ability useful for automating almost
anything, the most common automation use-case is a parametric design study. The Design Variable tool
was added78 to OpenVSP to make performing these studies as easy as possible. Once a user has built and
saved a baseline model, they can choose the parameters to involve in their study by dragging and dropping
them onto the Design Variable GUI. Once satisfied, they save their choices to either a DES text file or a
XDDM Extensible Design Description Markup file used by the Cart3D shape optimization framework.79
These files store a list of parameters and their values; they can be easily written or modified in an automated
manner. Once a design perturbation or revision has been stored, the design file can be read in and the
changed parameters will be applied to the baseline model. This can be paired with a short script (usually
only one or two lines) to produce the desired analysis or export file. This capability has been used to
perform aerodynamic shape optimization using OpenVSP to generate models for the Cart3D optimization
framework.80
In a similar vein, it is often useful to be able to easily switch between variations of a single model.
OpenVSP’s Variable Preset capability developed by Bryan Schmidt makes this possible.81 As with Design
Variables, the user starts by selecting a group of parameters whose values will be able to be changed to
a named set of values. Any model can have multiple preset groups and each group can have multiple
sets of preset values. Several powerful use cases are enabled by Variable Presets: A model with kinematic
articulation (landing gear, flaps, folding wings or props, etc.) can have each configuration stored (clean
vs. dirty, cruise vs. takeoff, etc.). Different mesh settings (resolution and clustering) can be tailored for
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Figure 17. Example advanced link.

various analysis tools (say a clustered fine mesh for aerodynamics and a uniform coarse mesh for mass
properties). Different model states from a design process can be stored (baseline, mass optimum, and cost
optimum designs). Variants of an aircraft type (737 MAX 7, 8, 9, and 10 or F-35 A, B, and C), or different
aircraft with a similar configuration (twin-engine transports B737, B757, B767, B777, B787, A220, A320,
A330, A350, E170, E175, E190, E195 etc.) can be stored for rapid recall.
IV.N.

Snap To and Fit Model

OpenVSP includes a SnapTo57 feature that (like conformal components) can be used to make and position
shapes based on other shapes. Snap To acts like power steering for adjusting parameters – the user selects the
parameter and direction (increase or decrease) and Snap To adjusts the parameter until a collision between
components (with an offset) is detected. The user controls the offset and which component(s) are checked
for collision. Snap To can be used to adjust a component until it fits a certain space – or to position a
component in relation to another.
If Snap To is power steering for OpenVSP, then Fit Model is an autopilot.35 Fit Model uses an optimizer
to adjust one or more parameters to make a model match targets selected from a Point Cloud.82 To use
Fit Model successfully, the user sets up and solves a series of optimization problems in much the same way
they would build a model manually – but with the optimizer to assist. Fit Model works on a series of target
points like that depicted in Figure 18. Each target point associates a reference point in space with a point
on the surface of an OpenVSP component.
Once a user establishes a set of target points, (much like for Design Variables) they then choose a set of
parameters to vary. Once satisfied, they click ’Fit Model’ and the optimizer will take over. An example of
using Fit Model to build a model of Rutan’s Boomerang is included as Figure 19. Several other examples
have been discussed in other papers.66
The key to success with Fit Model is for the user to take care to set up only well posed optimization
problems. If the user inadvertently includes multiple parameters that can be used to achieve the same result
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Figure 18. Definition of target points for Fit Model.

(a) Overview of Boomerang aircraft.

(b) Detail view of cowl region.

Figure 19. Fit Model applied to Rutan’s Boomerang.

in model shape or position, the optimizer will spend a long time searching a flat space for a true optimum.
Or worse, it may set absurd parameter values in an attempt to obtain infinitesimal improvements in the
model fit. New Fit Model users are encouraged to save often, with some experience it is a very powerful
tool.

V.

OpenVSP Analyses

From the beginning, OpenVSP’s forerunners (RAM and VSP) existed to not only visualize an aircraft
concept in three dimensions, but to also perform analyses on those models and to feed them to external
analysis tools.1 For the most part, analyses built-in to OpenVSP have been highly geometric; for example,
calculating wetted areas, volumes, and cross sectional areas of a model. Rather than implement detailed
physics-based analyses, OpenVSP has typically exported the geometry in an appropriate format, and has left
the analysis to dedicated external tools produced by expert developers. The philosophy of this separation of
roles still exists, but the separation has become more blurred with time.
Integrating an analysis in OpenVSP does more than provide an implementation of a number-crunching
algorithm. OpenVSP analyses have an intuitive graphical interface for setting run parameters and managing
analysis execution. Some include rich interactive interfaces for exploring and understanding results. Results
are provided on-screen and are also written to simple text files that can be read by external tools. Analyses
are also registered with the OpenVSP API; this makes run setup and execution available from scripting and
external tools. In addition, all analysis results are stored in the API’s Results Manager; this makes all results
available to the API without having to perform any file parsing.
The Analysis and Results API’s are designed to be interrogated and provide uniform access to any analysis
tool. This means that a properly designed wrapper will be able to access any of OpenVSP’s analysis tools
– even those that have not yet been developed. If a future version of OpenVSP adds a new analysis, such a
wrapper will immediately be able to utilize its capabilities.
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V.A.

Analyses Based on Triangle Intersections

Several OpenVSP analyses are based on manipulating and intersecting triangle meshes. Where two triangles
intersect, they are split along the intersection line and the fragments are re-triangulated into smaller triangles.
The initial triangle meshes are formed by inserting diagonal edges into the wireframe meshes used for most
visualization tasks in OpenVSP. The resolution of these meshes can be controlled for every component.
CompGeom (for compute geometry) is the primary triangle intersection based analysis in OpenVSP. It
treats each component in a model as an individually watertight mesh and after intersecting, it produces a
mesh of the outer mold line (OML) of the aircraft. This mesh throws away any triangles from the interior of
the model, leaving only those in contact with the flow (the wetted surface). An example CompGeom mesh
is depicted as Figure 20(b). This mesh can be used to calculate the wetted surface areas of the components
and the model and also the volume of the model. CompGeom was developed by J.R. Gloudemans and
was included in the early versions of RAM.1 Of course the resulting watertight surface mesh can also be
exported in many formats for 3D Printing or analysis by another tool. CompGeom has received several
updates since its introduction. Subsurface modeling was added by Alex Gary when he ported CompGeom
to version 3.0.0.35, 73 CompGeom and other related triangle intersection based tools recently gained support
for negative components and non-watertight surfaces such as actuator disks.83
Instead of intersecting the geometry to extract the OML, the same underlying routines can be used to
find the intersection between a geometry and a cutting plane. Planar Slice will compute the cross sections
of intersection as well as their areas. An example slice produced by Planar Slice is depicted as Figure 20(c).
Although only one slide is depicted, Planar Slice is usually used to extract a number of parallel slices along
a direction. When multiple slices are computed, Planar Slice can estimate cross sectional area distributions
or the volume between two stations.
OpenVSP can also calculate the two-dimensional projection of a model;84 projection can be performed in
any direction specified by the user. An example projection is depicted as Figure 20(d). Projection generates
a triangulated mesh of the projected shape and a connected polyline of its outline as well as calculates the
projected area. Projected area is used in many drag estimation calculations. Projection can also be restricted
to another component allowing calculation of the projected area submerged in the wash of a rotor disk.
OpenVSP includes a Parasite Drag tool developed by Bryan Schmidt that uses the component-wise wetted
areas calculated by CompGeom to compute a traditional form-factor based skin friction drag estimate.75
OpenVSP interrogates the model to determine the thickness-to-chord ratios and fineness ratios required
by the form factor equations as well as the per-component reference length required to calculate Reynolds
number. The user is able to select their preferred turbulent skin friction coefficient equation along with their
preferred form factor equations for wings and streamlined bodies. The extent of laminar flow can be input
as well as interference factors and adjustments for roughness and compressibility and heating.
OpenVSP also includes a Wave Drag tool developed by Michael Waddington to calculate the area distribution based wave drag according to linearized supersonic theory.81, 85 This entails constructing a series of
cutting planes from nose to tail of the aircraft inclined at the Mach angle and then repeating those cuts for
a series of azimuthal angles. The x-projected area of each cut is calculated and the Eminton-Lord procedure
is used to estimate the second derivative of the area distribution and the wave drag of the configuration.
A representative supersonic aircraft undergoing Wave Drag analysis is depicted in Figure 21. Note that
subsurfaces were used to identify engine inlet and exhaust areas that were then extended so the capture area
can be removed from the drag analysis.
The Wave Drag tool also includes several facilities for investigating the results form the analysis. Some of
these capabilities are depicted in Figure 22, including an area distribution buildup and facilities for selecting
a cutting plane of interest. As seen in Figure 21, the cutting plane of interest is also included in the threedimensional view of the model. These facilities help a user understand the origins of the wave drag of their
aircraft and to make design changes to reduce it.
V.B.

Analyses Based on Bezier Surface Intersection and Mesh Generator

Instead of the somewhat brute force triangle intersection approach used by CompGeom and related methods,
OpenVSP also has several analysis tools that instead work by intersecting smooth Bezier surfaces. These
tools trace their origins to work done by J.R. Gloudemans for the 2006 STTR4 and 2007 NRA5, 8 and have
been subject to continuous improvement since.
The first step to these analysis tools is to compute the curves of intersection between Bezier surfaces.
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(a) Baseline geometry.

(b) CompGeom.

(d) Projected Area.

(c) Planar Slice.

(e) Surface Intersection.

(f) Watertight BREP solid in FreeCAD.

(g) CFD Mesh.

Figure 20. Results of several geometric analyses on an OpenVSP geometry.
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Figure 21. Supersonic aircraft wave drag analysis depicting a selected cutting plane and streamtube extensions for
propulsion modeling.

Figure 22. Wave Drag interface depicting area distribution buildup and cutting plane selection.

These curves are depicted in Figure 20(e). This calculation was originally merely a step towards a CFD or
FEA mesh, but was later recognized as a useful step on its own. The intersection curves were first output
in their own right in GridTool and Plot3D formats.86 Later, Justin Gravett added the ability to write
trimmed STEP and IGES files including options for either a Shell or BREP Solid representation.87 These
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files allow OpenVSP to produce standard interchange files ready for CAD or many analysis preprocessing
tools. Figure 20(f) illustrates a watertight BREP solid imported into FreeCAD, and open source CAD
program. At the same time, support was added for writing trimmed structures representations to STEP and
IGES. Recently, the trimmed CAD export capability added support for negative geoms and thin-surfaces
including actuator disks.88
After intersection curves are calculated, an unstructured isotropic mesh generator can generate a high
quality mesh suitable for many kinds of analysis tools. The VSP Meshing capability was first developed for
a simple structures capability, but was first useful to users when it was applied to generate OML meshes as
the CFD Mesh tool.8 In addition to min, max, and growth settings, mesh resolution was initially controlled
by point, line, and box sources that could be created and attached to components. In this way, when a
component is updated, the mesh sources update with the component. Users can create a set of sources
from scratch or they can start with a default set of sources created for each component.77 Curvature based
meshing was later added, greatly simplifying the mesh generation workflow.89, 90 A CFD Mesh generated on
the example geometry is included as Figure 20(g) as well as one on a transport aircraft model as Figure 23.

Figure 23. CFD Mesh generated on transport aircraft model.

CFD Mesh has seen many improvements over the years including support for explicit wake modeling
for CBAERO,89 outer boundary modeling support added by Pat Meyer,29 and OpenVSP’s first support for
negative volumes74 added by Brandon Clark. Negative volume provide a means to poke holes in geometries,
usually used to represent propulsion flowpaths in models.
In addition to CFD Mesh, the high quality mesh generation algorithm is also used to build meshes
and output files suitable for structural finite element analysis (FEA). Creating a structural model requires
the user to go beyond the OML and also define structural members including ribs, spars, bulkheads, and
stiffeners. In general, these members are represented with cutting planes and/or subsurfaces that are then
intersected with the geometry before meshing. The first structures capability in VSP was limited to a single
wing per model.8 This capability was not immediately ported from OpenVSP v2 to v3, instead waiting
until it could be substantially overhauled and upgraded. The first modern version of OpenVSP’s structures
capability was developed later by Justin Gravett.91 It extends support to all component types and allows
multiple structures to be defined per model as well as adding more structural member types and improving
their parameterizations.
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Figure 24(a) depicts a representative wing structure with skin, ribs, and spars. The complete mesh is
shown at the left. In the center, the skin has been made translucent to reveal the interior meshed structural
members. The structure was also imported into FreeCAD as a set of trimmed surfaces, shown at the right.
Similarly, a representative fuselage structure is depicted in Figure 24(b). This structure includes a floor, aft
pressure bulkhead, and ring frames and stiffeners (as beam elements) generated from line subsurfaces. As
with the wing, the outer structure, inner structure, and CAD imported model are shown.

(a) Wing structure including ribs and spars.

(b) Fuselage structure including floor, pressure dome, ring frames, and stiffeners.
Figure 24. Representative wing and fuselage structures models created with OpenVSP. Complete mesh, mesh with
skin elements hidden to reveal interior members, and structure imported into FreeCAD (left to right).

V.C.

Degen Geom

Most engineering analysis tools require one or more input files to operate. These file formats are usually
designed to convey the information required for a particular analysis (no more, no less). Where geometry
information is concerned, there are two general categories. Some geometry files are meant to be edited and
understood by humans; these convey a simple representation of the geometry that is then constructed and
interpreted by the analysis tool. Other geometry files are more abstract, they consist of bulk data never
intended to be created or understood by humans; these files are typically created by geometry, CAD, or
preprocessing tools.
The first category of files are usually unique to each analysis tool. A geometry based multidisciplinary
study may end up burdened with writing many such unique files. The second category of files may have
some commonality (in information conveyed, if not in the actual file format), but they are derived from
a single CAD or geometry model that was constructed with single intent (not necessarily the analysis at
hand). The most common form of this dilemma is the challenge of extracting an OML from a CAD model
meant to produce engineering drawings for manufacturing. However, the problem of extracting the geometry
information required for a thin-surface vortex lattice aerodynamic model or an equivalent beam structures
model is exponentially more difficult.
OpenVSP’s DegenGeom capability was developed by Joel Belben to address these challenges (and some
others) with a fundamentally different approach.64, 92 Rather than convey only the required information for
a single analysis tool, DegenGeom was designed with a ‘everything including the kitchen sink’ philosophy.
Convey as much information as possible – whether it is needed for a particular purpose or not. In addition,
DegenGeom was designed to convey information in fundamentally diverse levels of abstraction. In addition
to conveying information about the surface of the aircraft, the surfaces are degenerated down to a thin plate
(or camber surface) representation. The thin surface representation is degenerated down again to a line
representation. The line representation is then degenerated down to a point. At each level (surface, plate,
line, point) as much information as is appropriate is included. The degeneration process for a transport
aircraft is depicted in Figure 25.
In addition to making as much information as possible available, the other goal of DegenGeom was to
make that information as easily available as possible. This was done by attempting to remove the burden of
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(a) Surface representation.

(b) Plate representation.

(c) Stick representation.

(d) Point representation.

Figure 25. DegenGeom representations of a transport aircraft.93

having to parse a complex file format. DegenGeom information is available from OpenVSP in three ways.
First, it is output in a comma separated variable CSV file that can be easily parsed programmatically or
read directly into spreadsheets such as Microsoft Excel. Next, it is output as a Matlab script that when run
will load all of the DegenGeom information into memory as a data structure. Third, it is available through
the OpenVSP API to any program or script equipped to use it.
DegenGeom is an ongoing experiment – to see what kinds of engineering analyses users would create
if comprehensive geometric information was made readily available. DegenGeom inspired the creation of
VSPAERO, the potential flow solver included with OpenVSP. It also spurred research to investigate whether
the degeneration process could be reversed as a means of transferring and sharing information output by
engineering analyses93 and as the core of a means to predict wing weight.94 While at Uber Elevate, Alex Gary
developed Python routines (now distributed with OpenVSP) that use DegenGeom representations to create
input files for the comprehensive rotorcraft aeromechanics code CHARM51, 88 and to post-process results
from the analysis. Another similar capability was developed for the popular vortex lattice code AVL.88 An
example developed with the OpenVSP to CHARM Automation process is included as Figure 26; this case
depicts out-of-ground effect hover, all rotors operational, hover tip speed=550 ft/s, Weight=DGW, and SLS
day.
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Figure 26. CHARM free wake vortex visualization of NASA RVLT UAM 6-passenger tiltwing configuration developed
with the OpenVSP to CHARM automation process. Credit: Jason Welstead, Aeronautics Systems Analysis Branch,
NASA Langley Research Center.

V.D.

VSPAERO

VSPAERO is a potential flow aerodynamics tool developed by Dave Kinney at NASA Ames. VSPAERO was
initially a thin-surface tool in the spirit of vortex lattice methods (VLM), but with some formulation changes
that differentiate it from classical VLM codes. VSPAERO was designed from the ground-up to utilize the
thin-surface plate and camber surface representations produced by OpenVSP’s DegenGeom. VSPAERO was
first released with OpenVSP 3.1.0;95 that version could calculate subsonic and supersonic flow utilizing a
mesh agglomeration technique to accelerate the solution. The initial solver was multi threaded, included an
actuator disk model, and could readily calculate steady stability derivatives. The initial OpenVSP GUI for
VSPAERO was very simple, providing a text editor window for manipulating the solution control file.
VSPAERO development has continued at a rapid pace. Today, the solver supports thick surfaces (in
subsonic flow) as well as the original thin surface representation76 with control surface deflections supported
in the thin surface mode. Time accurate unsteady calculations are possible for control derivatives,52 rotating
rotors,96 and general unsteady motion with multiple moving bodies including a 6DOF solver.49 There
is a ground effect model55 as well as the ability to model static and hover cases where the only flow is
induced by rotors or propellers.49 Unsteady rotor loads can be output to PSU-WOPWOP for acoustic
analysis.49 Results and post-processing include field velocity surveys,74 surface pressure slices,52 spanwise
load distributions (recently added for thick surface cases97 ), and straightforward production of unsteady flow
animations.97 A representative thick surface solution for a general aviation aircraft with an actuator disk
propeller model is included as Figure 27.
The rapid pace of VSPAERO improvements has made it challenging for OpenVSP to keep up. What
started as a meager wrapper is now a comprehensive GUI capable of managing cases and visualizing results;
these improvements have been made by Nick Brake, Bryan Schmidt, and Justin Gravett. Initial integration
left the user to edit the control file manually, OpenVSP now manages the complete contents of the control
input file.75 Forces and moment coefficients, load distributions, convergence histories, and pressure slices are
automatically parsed and interactively visualized.98 OpenVSP provides a preview view of the degenerate
form of the model.75 The GUI supports easy set up of cases with multiple sets of rotating blades87 making
OpenVSP and VSPAERO an easy, fast, and powerful means of designing and analyzing advanced eVTOL
concepts like the one depicted in Figure 28. The GUI can now re-load prior solutions into Results Manager88
allowing the user to archive and revisit cases without having to re-run every time.
Development on VSPAERO and its integration with OpenVSP continues. OpenVSP’s CompGeom and
CFDMesh tools are being modified to support a mixture of thick and thin representations of components in
a single model; requiring a new file VSPGEOM format to transfer information from OpenVSP toVSPAERO.
This will enable fuselage and blunt bodies to be represented with thick surfaces while wings and rotors are
represented with thin lifting surfaces that quickly capture lifting effects. Work is also progressing on coupling
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Figure 27. Steady thick surface VSPAERO analysis of a general aviation aircraft including actuator disk

Figure 28. Unsteady thin surface VSPAERO analysis of an UAM eVTOL aircraft (Uber eCRM-002) including many
rotating rotors.

loads from VSPAERO with deflections from an OpenVSP based FEM structures solution. Furthermore,
VSPAERO is being modified to include an adjoint solver to calculate analytical derivatives of the flow
solution for use in design optimization studies.

VI.

Export Capabilities

OpenVSP has facilities to export model data in many ways; there are many kinds of information that
can be exported (eg. discrete triangles and smooth surfaces) and sometimes the same kind of information
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can be exported in multiple file formats (discrete triangles in STL, TRI, OBJ, etc.). While most exports are
available directly from the Export menu, some others are only available after performing some analysis that
computes the data to be exported. Adding to the confusion, some filetypes can be written from multiple
places in the OpenVSP GUI - each with slightly different contents.
The most prevalent export type from OpenVSP represents the model as discrete triangles. Discrete triangle exports can be made of an un-intersected model, or a model after processing by the triangle intersection
tools (CompGeom, Planar Slice, Projected Area, etc.), or after processing by the mesh generator tools (CFD
Mesh and FEA Mesh). This information can be written in many formats (STL, TRI, OBJ, NASCART,
VSPGEOM,97 MSH, POV, X3D,89 FACET60 ) including some that are only available after domain specific
analyses (POLY, NASTRAN, CALCULIX). Some of the formats contain additional information, such as
POV and X3D that contain information on model color, lighting, and transparency.
Un-intersected structured surface meshes can be written in a XSec Hermite HRM format that goes back
to the earliest days of RAM. More recently (but still many years ago), Joe Derlaga added support for writing
structured surface meshes in Plot3D format.99 A structured surface mesh can also be written in a format
for PMARC 12 analysis.96 PMARC is a panel code developed in the 1990’s at NASA Ames. The PMARC
format makes not attempt at intersecting components and is therefore most suitable for isolated wings or
wing-tail combinations.
OpenVSP has the ability to write out IGES100 and STEP101 CAD interchange files in several ways.
Un-intersected models and un-intersected structure51 models can be exported through the Export menu.
Intersected models87 can be exported from the Trimmed Surfaces analysis and intersected structure models
can be exported from the FEA mesh analysis. The Trimmed Surfaces analysis can also write out intersection
curves in Plot3D and GridTool formats.
OpenVSP will export a propeller definition intended for blade element analysis in a BEM file. This file
is not an exact match for any particular blade element analysis, but it contains the essential information for
those tools in a straightforward format that can be easily translated. The BEM format can also be imported
to generate a propeller from the description therein.
When OpenVSP lofts a lifting surface, the realized intermediate airfoils may not be known to the user.
Consider for example, a wing with a NACA 2412 airfoil at the root and a NACA 63010 airfoil at the
tip; what is the airfoil at any intermediate span location? An airfoil stack can be exported96 for a wing,
propeller, or body of revolution that provides the airfoil coordinates along the span in a format suitable for
two-dimensional aerodynamic analysis.
Two-dimensional CAD drawings of a model can be written to AutoCAD DXF76 and SVG60 formats;
adding these exports were Justin Gravett’s first contributions to OpenVSP. These CAD formats are not
meant for analysis, but instead are meant to provide a starting point for creating detailed two-dimensional
drawings. They provide an accurate scale representation of the aircraft which can be edited, embellished,
and dimensioned to create traditional configuration drawings.
Although any modern operating system provides a means to capture a screen image to file, OpenVSP
has a built-in capture system with some capabilities not available from the operating system. OpenVSP can
create super-resolution image captures;102 the image is rendered off-screen and captured at a user-specified
multiple of the on-screen resolution (say 2x or 4x). This provides an ability to produce high quality images
for publication, even on a low resolution screen. OpenVSP can also capture transparency information51
in its image captures. Not only does this avoid a later step of setting a transparent background color, it
allows translucency of an OpenVSP rendering to carry forward to later programs that will display or use
the image. The built-in screen capture system is also available through the API50 along with facilities for
rotating, panning, and zooming the screen. This makes it possible to write programs to create animations –
either of a single design or depicting the evolution of a design.

VII.

Import Capabilities

Like export, OpenVSP has several mechanisms to read in data; these provide different kinds of information
that can be used in different ways. Similar to opening a saved VSP3 model, models can be read from file and
added to the open model through the Insert menu. Users can build a personal library of model components
that can be inserted as required.
Similarly, but accessed through the Import menu, OpenVSP has some capability to read legacy v2 models
in the VSP format.102 This conversion process is not perfect (v3 has too many incompatible changes from
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Figure 29. Two-dimensional drawing of transport aircraft exported in SVG format.

v2), but it gives a reasonable starting point and will save time compared to recreating a v2 model from
scratch. If a user has archaic RAM files, they can be opened in v2 and saved in VSP format – and then
imported into v3.
Opening or Inserting a v3 model in VSP3 format, or Importing a v2 model in VSP format are the only
ways to load a parametric model into OpenVSP. All other means of importing data are non-parametric.
OpenVSP can import point cloud data in a simple PTS format. A point cloud can be manipulated
(translated, rotated, and scaled) and can be used as target points with FitModel.
OpenVSP can import discrete triangle meshes in several formats (STL, TRI, NASCART, and HRM).
Importing one of these formats results in a MeshGeom object that can be manipulated and can participate
in discrete triangle based analyses (CompGeom etc.). These meshes can also be converted to point cloud
data for use with FitModel.
Structured surface meshes can be imported as Wireframe geometries in HRM or Plot3D formats68 mesh.
Wireframes can be manipulated in more complex ways than point clouds and triangle meshes; they can be
inverted, transposed, trimmed, and can have their resolution decreased. These manipulations allow the user
to take a structured surface mesh (likely very high resolution and formatted for CFD) and manipulate it
such that DegenGeom can be executed; among other things, this enables execution of VSPAERO in thin
surface mode. Wireframes can also be converted to triangle meshes allowing them to participate in discrete
triangle based analyses.
As previously, a propeller definition in the format of a BEM file can be read in to create a new Propeller
geometry. This allows the use of a blade element code to design a propeller to a particular operating condition
and then to readily generate the corresponding geometry in OpenVSP.
Cross section data can be read in several formats. The FXS format can be read to create FUSE FILE
curve types. Airfoil data in several formats can be read to create airfoils of the AF FILE type. In addition
to OpenVSP’s own AF format, airfoils can be read in any of the three formats found in the UIUC Airfoil
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Database.103
Image files can be read into OpenVSP for several uses. They can be used as a background image in the
primary window. This can be used to provide a nice background for image captures, or more pragmatically,
so the model can overlay a reference drawing of an aircraft being modeled. Similarly, the Edit Curve user
interface has the ability to read in background images that can be overlaid while adjusting a curve. Image
files can also be read for use as textures applied to the surface of a model. These can be used to embellish
a model with indications of windows and doors as well as logos, insignia, and nose art such as sharks teeth.

VIII.

Low-level Geometric Modeling

All versions of RAM, VSP, and OpenVSP work by storing a set of parameters (on disk or in memory) as the authoratative definition of the working geometry. Those parameters are interpreted to form a
three-dimensional geometry from which all visualization, analysis, and exports follow. From RAM through
OpenVSP v2, the parameters were interpreted to generate the structured wireframe mesh seen on screen.
That mesh was the starting point for all analyses and exports – including CFD Mesh and CAD interchange
exports. When a smooth surface interpretation of the geometry was required, a bi-cubic Bezier quilt was fit
to the wireframe ensuring continuity of derivatives at patch boundaries; this so-called Hermite surface was
also the source of the XSec Hermite HRM file format. This process was changed during the rewrite that
lead to OpenVSP version 3.0.0.
Since the re-write, the authoritative parameters are used to construct one or more piecewise Bezier
surfaces directly. A piecewise Bezier surface can be thought of as a quilt of patches; the patches may be of any
order. Each piecewise surface is expected to be individually watertight; partially or fully degenerate patches
are allowed to achieve complex topologies sometimes required. The piecewise surfaces are interrogated to
produce the on-screen wireframe and any other representation required for analysis or export. While this
change may seem minor (wireframe first then Bezier patches vs. Bezier patches first then wireframe), it
represents a fundamental upgrade in the modeling pipeline; most importantly, before this change the choice
of tessellation resolution had real impact on the surface shape realized, while after, the true surface shape is
independent of the resolution chosen for the on-screen wireframe display.
Code-Eli is the low level curve and surface library developed by David Marshall and used by OpenVSP;104 it also provides implementations of some numerical methods used by OpenVSP. Although Code-Eli
is structured as a stand-alone library, OpenVSP is its only known user and it deserves recognition as a core
part of the OpenVSP code base. Low level geometric operations for OpenVSP are often best developed as
part of Code-Eli.

IX.

User Interface and Graphics

The graphical user interface (GUI) and interactive three-dimensional visualization of the model, depicted
in Figure 30, are essential parts of what make OpenVSP successful. OpenVSP’s intuitive interface enables
the user to create and manipulate complex models and to perform sophisticated analyses. Most workflows
are contained in dedicated user interfaces that contain everything a user needs in that context. While this
leads to a proliferation of windows, it generally serves to limit complexity.
Most user interfaces developed in FLTK (the GUI library used by OpenVSP) are developed by graphically
laying out the interface in the FLTK utility Fluid. The files produced by Fluid are converted into C++ source
and header files which are then compiled into the application. Instead, OpenVSP implements a custom set of
layout tools that allow its interfaces to be defined programmatically, greatly improving interface consistency
and maintainability. Although the programmatic GUI layout tools were introduced during the v3 rewrite,
the transition away from graphically laid out interfaces was gradual. The final hand laid out interfaces were
finally converted in version 3.21.2.88 Many developers new to OpenVSP got their start converting interfaces
to the programmatic layout.
The OpenVSP GUI provides many capabilities that are not as technical as the features discussed thus
far, but all contribute to improving productivity. These include things like control of lighting, materials,56
textures and view clipping.64 Hot keys – commands that can be issued at any time by the press of a single
button – including ‘p’ to pick a geometry, ‘c’ to center the view, ‘r’ to set the center of rotation,78 and ‘f’ to
fit the view to full screen become essential tools used almost subconsciously by the experienced user. Smart
Input – the ability to enter simple mathematical expressions into any numeric entry field in OpenVSP – is
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Figure 30. OpenVSP GUI.

a tremendous productivity aid recently added by Alex Gary.105 Resizable Columns are a seemingly trivial
interface tweak that enable users to use descriptive names for components, links, and user parameters.83
OpenVSP’s three-dimensional visualization is implemented in a graphics subsystem implemented by Yue
Han (then at Phoenix Integrations) in OpenGL during the v3 rewrite. The graphics subsystem takes care
of all data transfer between OpenVSP and the graphics card. Although this many seem simple at first
review, there is a great deal of complexity below the surface. The OpenGL subsystem must be able to draw
many entity types (points, lines, quad meshes, triangle meshes) in many ways (wireframe, hidden, shaded,
texture) in a particular order that ensures proper rendering. Information must flow bidirectionally allowing
for picking points and objects as well as rotate, translate, and zoom.

X.

API and Scripting

Workflow automation is a core part of developing any rigorous design process. Before OpenVSP v3, the
only automation options available were selected actions exposed as command line options and a rudimentary
event tracking script record and playback system. While functional, both of these facilities scaled poorly as
complexity increased and came with substantial maintenance burdens – they were never complete or fully
satisfactory.
During the rewrite to create OpenVSP v3, AngelScript67 was incorporated to support OpenVSP extensibility including Custom Components and Advanced Linking as well as a fundamental scripting capability;
AngelScript is a C++ like scripting language designed to be embedded into C++ programs. In addition
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to simple string, file, and math libraries, the OpenVSP API is exposed to AngelScript to allow it to access
almost all of OpenVSP’s capabilities. Scripts can be executed from the GUI101 or from the command line
of the ‘vsp’ executable or a graphics library free ‘vspscript’ executable.19
As the API is registered with AngelScript, documentation strings are included that describe every function call, class, and enumeration. When OpenVSP is executed with the ‘-doc’ command line option, it will
process the registered API and included documentation to generate an annotated header file. That file can
be processed through the automated documentation generator Doxygen106 to create a set of API Documentation.48 The documentation strings also include small code snippets demonstrating the use of each call.
When the header file is written, these code snippets are also extracted to generate a script consisting of a
set of API unit tests. These tools should ensure that the API documentation reflects the most recent state
of the OpenVSP API as registered with AngelScript.
The OpenVSP API can be accessed natively from C++ programs that compile with a provided header file
and then link a provided library. Alternatively, the Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator (SWIG)107
can be used to generate wrappers to call the C++ API from almost any scripting language. The SWIG
wrappers were initially set up by Alex Gary for Python had have also been used with Java and Matlab;83
only Python bindings are compiled by the development team and provided with the OpenVSP distribution.
In general, the C++ and AngelScript versions of the API match 1:1 (and therefore the API exposed to
scripting languages like Python); however, they are exposed and created through different means and there
is always potential for them to get out of sync.

XI.

Conclusions

While it is impossible to fully measure OpenVSP’s impact or breadth of use, it is downloaded about 4,000
times each month. Many OpenVSP users are developing or analyzing advanced aircraft concepts and do not
actively publish their work; for many others, the use of OpenVSP is not the novel aspect of their work, so
while it is an essential tool for their work, it does not warrant special attention or citation.OpenVSP was
used by NASA to design the wing, nacelles, and high lift propellers of the X-57 Maxwell.108–110 OpenVSP is
the geometry engine in several government developed aircraft design frameworks including those developed
by NASA for fixed wing design, NASA and the US Army AMRDEC for rotorcraft,111 the US Navy at
NAVAIR,112 and the US Air Force. OpenVSP was a critical tool employed by the Uber Elevate Vehicle
Engineering Team before being acquired by Joby Aviation; it was used to develop concepts (several released
publicly as common reference models) and also to understand partner and competing concepts. OpenVSP is
actively used by innovative startups including those developing eVTOL, UAV, commercial supersonic, and
other transformational configurations. It is widely used by universities, both as a tool for graduate research
and also as a mainstay in Senior Design classes.
OpenVSP is a powerful conceptual aircraft design geometry tool that allows the designer to think about
aircraft design in the terms they are familiar with. Most users find the interface intuitive enough that
they are immediately productive at simple tasks and complex tasks are within reasonable reach. OpenVSP
bundles sophisticated analysis tools and provides output files that can connect to countless more. OpenVSP’s
approach is as relevant today as it was three decades ago. The last decade (the open source era) saw rapid
development and extensive growth in reach. The next decade looks to be just as exciting.
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